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Abstrr~ct. We present a method for cspressing a root of one irreducible polynomial of degree n
wet CR29 in terms of a basis of CF(Zn) over W(2) associated with another. This allows us, 
when both pdynomiah OTC mimitivc, to find iogarithms relative to one polynomial from Iloga- 
rithma retativc to the other. 
Let f(x) be an irreducible polynomiayof degree n over GF(2), and let a be a root 
offin A” = GF(2”). Then every element of K has a unique expression of the form 
h(a), where h is a poiynomial over GF(2) of degree less than n. If the rests ofj*are 
primitive in the multiplicative group of K, thenf is said to be prinriliv~, and in this 
case every nonzero element of A’ also has a unique expression OC the form d, where 
O<,r 5 P -. 2. The number is said to be the Ic/garirhm or 2exponcnt of ti to the 
base a or relative tof. Of course, the roots offare a, a*, a* , . . . . a*“-’ , so the log- 
arithms with one root off as base differ from the logarithms with another as base 
merely by multiplication by the appropriate power of 2 moduio 2” - i . 
The following is the motivating situation. Suppose we have a method for find- 
ing the logarithm to the base a of any nonzero member of A’ given in the form h(a). 
How can we transpose this into a method for fading logarithms in K relative to 
some rloat of a second primitive polynomial g(x) of degree n over GF(2); tha!’ is, 
how can we compute the numkr t !;uch that bt = &&),O< t ?? 2”-2, for some Ifixed 
root b of g and f Jr all nonzero pal!~nomials h of degree less than n over GF( 5)1? 
Clearly the problem will be s&red if we can express b in the a basis; that is, if we 
can find coefficientsc*. cl, . . . . cn_l in GF( 2) such that b = co + qa + . . . + c,.1a n-l. 
Indeed, ona we have such an expression, we can use our logarithm finder for,@ 
find s such that as = b, and we can also express b*, . . . . P-t in the a basis. Then we 
can convert a polynomial in b into one in a, find its a-logarithm Fand thereby its 
b-logarithm s- * r, where s- 1 denotes the multiplicative inverse of s module F-1, 
sinced =dN+J =bs-‘~ (see 111). 
Clearly, fading a root of&) is equivalent to factoringg(x) over K, and the 
basic idea for the method presented here is derived from a procedure of Berlelkamlp 
[ 2,3] for factoring polynomials over finite fields. Incidentally, the ideas extelnd 
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readily to the cw where$andg are polynomials over ;in arbitrary finite field, but 
we limit the dixussion here to the GF(2) tag for the &ke of the simplicity in the 
statemc,lt and operation of the Jgorithm that results, and because of the impost- 
anw at-this case in applications. 
and let $x] be the residue of q(x) modulog(x). 
Pmof. if u is in K’, then .jicu) = trace z& and the result f4lovcs from well-known 
properties of the trace. fi 
Proof. The result is nbvious if N = 0. I f N 5% 0. the u &men ts wt. ticri* I, . . . , dip7~ I 
of A’ are tinearly independent over GF( ‘2). Indeed, if 
then O= ~cp#,s*c~ tcp + . . . +c,._.‘x” ’ is divisible by the minimum polynomial 
j’of a. Smze the degree uff is rt. we must have q) = . . . = c’, _ l = 0. kwce if u is any 
clement c~f’K, there are elements uu, ...+ utr_. 1 of CF(2) such that 
w the trace vanishes identically un A’ ifsi+@) = 0 for i = 0, . . ..w - 0. But every de- 
rnent u of K such that trace v = 0 is a root of x + x2 + x12 + . . . + x2”-’ = 0, so the 
trace vmishes for at most P -t out of the Zn elements of’ K, and the proof of the 
lemma is complete. D 
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Proof. For some polynomial h(x), 
From Lemmas 1 and 3 we have: 
Roof. Suppose that z/(b) = $(b‘j for j = 0, . ..A-- 1. By Lemma 3, the same is true 
with the bars removed, and by the linearity of q this is the same as q,fb-b’) = 0 
r-or j = 0. . . . . n -- I* and it follows now from Lemma 2 that b = b’. a 
The algorithm 
szep 0: SC t RcJ( x) = g(x). 
stq?j, j= 1,2,...: Compute the polynomial /r&X) in K[x] defined by 
If hi(x) IS of first degee, say Ir&-r) = ux + U, then b = v/u is a root ofg expressed in
the desired tide, since arithmetic in K is done in the II basis, and we are finished. 
Ifhi ts of degree 0, set g,{x) = gi .,_ t(x), and go on to step j + I. Otherwise - that 
is, 
111 order to prove that the algorithm wor!~, WC need: 
Proof. The statement ts vacuously true for j = 0. Suppose j > 0 and the assertion is 
true for i I . Observe first that g&x) is a divisor of gj_ r(x). so if b and b’ are two 
roots of g,&Q, it tbIlaws from our inductive assumption that &(b) = $ b’) for 
k = 0, . . . . j-2. Thus we need only prove that $_l (b) = (pi__ I(b’). If h&x) is constant, 
$_ #) takes the value 1 at both the roots b and b’ of g (and g1 _ l ). w the assertion 
is true for g!(x) = gI__ &x). If $(x) is of degree greater than 1, qjT_ l takes the value 0 
at all of its roots, so the assertion is true for g,(x) = Iz,+c). This completes the proof . 
of the lemma. f3 
it fobws at once from Lemma 6 that the; aigorithm must yield the desired re- 
sult fw j < tf, since otherwise g,(x) would be defined as a divisor of&x) of degree 
greater than 1 such that if ti and b’ are two of its roots, &(b) = Sjko) for 
k = 0, . ..) m- 1, and this is impassible for b # b’ by Emma 5. 
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